A non-isothermal two-phase mass transport model is developed in this paper to investigate the heat generation and transport phenomena in a direct methanol fuel cell with anisotropic gas diffusion layers (GDLs). Thermal contact resistances at the GDL/CL (catalyst layer) and GDL/Rib interfaces, and the deformation of GDLs are considered together with the inherent anisotropy of the GDL. Latent heat effects due to condensation/evaporation of water and methanol between liquid and gas phases are also taken into account. Formulation of the two-phase mass transport across the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) is mainly based on the classical multiphase flow theory in the porous media. The numerical results show that the overall heat flux in MEA is mainly contributed to heat generation in anode and cathode CLs. And the anisotropic factors of the GDLs, including the inherent anisotropy, the spatially varying contact resistances, and the deformation of GDLs, have strong impacts on heat transport processes in the DMFC by altering the distribution of temperature across the MEA.
INTRODUCTION
The direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) are widely regarded as one of the most promising alternative power sources for the portable electronic devices (Dyer, 2002) . In recent years, significant progress has been achieved in enhancing the cell performance. However, the practical application of DMFCs is still hindered by several technical challenges (Acres, 2001 ). Thermal management is one of the challenges. Thermal management has the vital importance for a stable and long time operation of the DMFC. Temperature is a very influential parameter in a working DMFC. Water evaporation/condensation between the liquid and vapor phases, electrochemical reaction rate, and transport coefficients of species are all very sensitive to temperature. The effective thermal management is aimed to prevent heat spots occurring in the MEA and, with the help of water management, maintain a stable and high performance of DMFC.
Extensive efforts have been devoted to the research of heat transport in PEMFC (Vie and Kjelstrup, 2004; Basu et al., 2006; Coppo et al., 2006; Matamoros and Bruggemann, 2006; Bapat and Thynell, 2007; Pasaogullari et al., 2007; Bapat and Thynell, 2008; Sadeghi et al., 2008; David et al., 2009; Ju, 2009) . However, few open published literatures can be found focusing on heat transport phenomena in DMFC. Dohle et al., (2002) investigated heat and power management of a DMFC system. They found that the combinations of pressure and air flow rate were limited due to heat losses caused by water vaporization in the cathode at operating temperature above 90 ℃. Zhao and their co-workers (Chen and Zhao,2005; Chen et al., 2008) developed both one-dimensional and two-dimensional two-phase thermal model for passive-feed DMFCs. The results revealed that higher methanol concentrations lead to higher methanol crossover, and then the operating temperature becomes higher due to heat release of methanol oxidization reaction in cathode catalyst layer and brings an improved cell performance. Oliveira et al., (2008) presented a 1D model accounting for coupled heat and mass transfer. The model output is the temperature profile through the cell.
From the review of the above literatures, it can be seen that the research of heat transport in DMFC is insufficient. The heat generation and transport processes should be investigated more carefully by a sound mathematical model involving the important influential factors, such as methanol crossover, latent heat due to the non-equilibrium evaporation/condensation of water and methanol, and heat transfer mechanisms. Additionally, GDLs in DMFC are usually made of carbon paper or carbon cloth. The preferentially oriented carbon fibers make the GDL exhibiting significant anisotropy, represented by different transfer coefficients along the in-plane and through-plane directions . Compared to the inherent anisotropy, another anisotropy, the deformation of the GDL, was proved to have much greater effects on species and heat transport, as well as the cell performance (Nitta et al., 2006; Miao et al., 2010) . Besides that, the thermal contact resistance at the GDL/Rib and GDL/CL interfaces also has great effects on temperature distribution in the MEA. As the thermal contact resistance is affected by the shape of the GDL, it is also treated as one kind of anisotropy in this paper.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model in this work is based on the classical liquid and gas two-phase flow theory for the porous media. Fig. 1 shows a two-dimensional periodic unit of a DMFC, which consists of anode flow channel (FC), anode DL, anode CL, polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM), cathode CL, cathode DL and cathode FC. The boundaries of the modeled geometry are marked by the Arabic numerals.
(a) (b) Fig. 1 Computational domain: (a) geometry of the GDL without deformation, (b) geometry of the deformed GDL.
General governing equations
In the present work, only a summary of the governing equations corresponding to the physical model in Fig. 1 is listed below. Details of the model have been described in our previous work (Miao et al., 2010) .
Solid and membrane phase potential
Pressure of liquid and gas phase
Velocities of liquid and gas phases
Species conservation equations
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In order to calculate the latent heat of phase change, the nonequilibrium evaporation/condensation of water and methanol between liquid and vapor phases are considered here and involved in the source terms of Eqs. (7) (1 ) ( ),
where c p is the capillary pressure. The expression of c p is 
Water content in the polymer In the PEM, water content can be derived from the equation below:
In CLs, water content can be calculated by
where l  and g  (Ju, 2009) are water content of the polymer electrolyte in the CLs when the electrolyte phase is at the equilibrium state with liquid water and water vapor, respectively. Energy conservation equation Heat transport process in the DMFC is modeled by the energy conservation equation as follows:
Terms at the left side of the equation represent the convection contribution of liquid and gas phase motion to the heat transport. The first and second terms at the right side of the equation consider the heat conduction process in the MEA. The last term in the right side: T R  is the heat generation rate in the DMFC and can be expressed as: 
where v,W h and v,M h are evaporation heat of water and methanol.
s I is the local electron current density.
ACL:
where m I denotes the ionic local current density in the electrolyte phase.
PEM:
CCL:
The second term at the right side of Eq. (21) represents the heat release due to methanol crossover.
CDL:
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Electrochemical kinetics
The multi-step mechanism of methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) (Nordlund and Lindbergh, 2002; Liu and Wang, 2007) used in our former work (Miao et al., 2010) is also used in the present model to calculate the MOR rate in the ACL:
Detailed expressions of coefficients used in Eq. (23) can be found in (Miao et al., 2010) . In the CCL, the local reaction rate of oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) can be given as:
where 2 O  is the correction factor derived from the modified agglomerate model , and represents the effect of the mass transfer resistance of oxygen in the agglomerate and its Nafion coating. Methanol crossover is an important aspect of mass transport phenomena in DMFC. The flux of methanol crossover can be determined by
Then, the parasitic current density in the CCL due to total oxidization of methanol crossover through the PEM can be given as p cross
In a operating DMFC, the anode and cathode current density can be obtained by
So the current balance of the fuel cell is expressed as Cell a c p
Up to this point, all the governing equations and correlations related to the mass and heat transport in fuel cell and electrochemical reactions have been presented. Detailed expressions of source terms and correlations of several coefficients are listed in Table 1 .
Boundary conditions
At the corresponding computational domains, 10 boundary conditions need to be specified. As the computational domain is half of a periodic unit of the fuel cell, the symmetrical conditions for all variables are given at boundary 3 and 6. Inlet conditions are specified at boundary 1 and 5 where are the inlets of reactants in the anode and cathode FC/GDL interfaces respectively. Temperatures at boundary 2 and 4 keep constant while isothermal boundary conditions are applied at boundary 1 and 5. Other interfacial conditions in the computational domain are given based on the principle of balance of mass, charges and heat flux at these interfaces. The detailed information of boundary conditions can be found in our former work (Miao et al., 2010) .
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All the governing equations given in Section 2 are solved by a self-written computer code based on the finite-volume-method. Note that the mesh independence of the model has been checked and the validation of the two-phase transport model can be found elsewhere . The baseline conditions of this model are listed in Table 2 . And parameters and correlations are given in Table 3 . Some parameters are picked from the open published works (Yang and Zhao, 2007; Um et al., 2000; Wang and Wang, 2003; Song et al., 2004; Divisek et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Murgia et al., 2003; Meng, 2006; He et al., 2009 ).
Temperature distribution
In order to investigate the anisotropic factors of heat transport processes separately, three cases of GDLs are studied in the present work. Isotropic GDL: the GDL is treated as a both homogeneous and isotropic porous medium. The through-plane transport coefficients for mass, electrons and heat are used for numerical calculation along both 
In-plane permeability 
through-plane and in-plane directions. Anisotropic GDL: the GDL is homogeneous but anisotropic. Through-plane and in-plane coefficients are adopted differently for the through-plane and in-plane directions. Deformed GDL: the GDL is an anisotropic porous medium with deformation. The deformation effected through-plane and in-plane coefficients are used. pointed out that the compression pressure has little effect on the thermal conductivity of GDL. So in this paper, the through-plane thermal conductivity of the GDLs is maintained at 1.18 W m-1 K-1, obtained from their experimental study. And the in-plane thermal conductivity is kept as 10 times larger than the through-plane conductivity.
Temperature distributions across the MEA with (a) isotropic GDL, (b) anisotropic GDL, and (c) deformed GDL are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the highest temperature appears in the region of CCL under the channel and adjacent to the PEM. These results qualitatively agree well with temperature distribution predicted by Oliveira et al., (2008) . This reflects that the heat generation rate in this region is higher when the fuel cell works at 0.2V, near the limiting current density. Comparing these three figures, we can find that the case of isotropic GDL shows the largest temperature variation while the deformed GDL gives the smallest. This is because the isotropic GDL has the largest thermal resistance. In the anisotropic GDL, the in-plane thermal conductivity is 10 times larger than the through-plane thermal conductivity. Thus, the variation of temperature along in-plane direction becomes much smaller. And the temperature range across the MEA is reduced to 0.45K, compared with 0.9K for the isotropic GDL. When the GDL is under inhomogeneous compression, the deformation of the GDL reduces the length of heat transfer path, and this also leads to a decrease in temperature variation range. The variation of temperature across the MEA for the case of deformed GDL is 0.3 K. So we can see that the inherent anisotropy of the GDL and deformation of GDL in assembly work are favorable to thermal management in the DMFC. Figure 3 gives the polarization curves of DFMC and the highest temperature for various current density in the DMFC with different type of GDLs. Because of the reduction of species transport coefficient due to deformation of the GDL, the limiting current density for the case of deformed GDL is smaller than the other two cases. In Fig. 3 , it is seen that when the fuel cell is working in the current density range covering the activation polarization region and the Ohmic polarization region, the highest temperature of the DMFC is approximately a linear function of the cell current density. And in the concentration polarization region, temperature increases more rapidly. This is because the significant decrease in cell voltage near the limiting current density leads to the rapid increase in activation heat generation of the electrochemical reaction under a higher overpotential. The profiles of the highest temperature in the MEA indicate that heat generation in the MEA mainly depends on electrochemical reactions in the CLs. Besides the heat generation of MOR and ORR in CLs, another important factor of heat generation that should be considered in DMFC operation is the methanol crossover. Figure 4 shows the parasitic current density due to methanol crossover in the DMFC with different GDLs. A rapid decrease in methanol crossover with the increase of cell current density can be seen in Fig. 4 . It can be deduced that methanol crossover mainly impacts the heat generation at a small current density. The detailed analysis of the mechanism of heat generation in DMFC will be presented in the following section. A considerable amount of wasted heat will be produced when the fuel cells do electrical work (Pasaogullari et al., 2007) . The predicted energy conversion efficiency along with cell power density at various cell current densities are presented in Fig. 5 . For PEMFC the energy conservation efficiency is about 50%. From Fig. 5 , it is shown that the energy conservation efficiency for a DMFC is even smaller. The highest efficiency is about 27% for the case of deformed GDL. The smaller efficiency of DMFC is considered to be caused by the methanol crossover and even severer activation polarization in the anode CL. The numerical results in Fig. 5 are qualitatively in good agreement with the energy utilization analysis of the DMFC done by Li et al., (2008) . 
Analysis of heat generation mechanism
In the present work, thermal management in DMFC is discussed at two aspects: heat generation mechanism and heat transport mechanism. The overall heat generation rate versus current density and the effect of methanol crossover are discussed in Section 3.1. And the detailed analysis of heat generation mechanism in DMFC is presented as follows. Figure 6 shows the local heat generation rate through out the MEA at the cell voltages of 0.7V and 0.2V. Generally speaking, most of heat generation occurs in the anode and cathode CL. In other layers of the MEA, GDLs and PEM, heat generation rates are much smaller. In these layers, heat is generated from transport processes of electrons and ions, and the evaporation and condensation of methanol and water. By comparing Fig. 6 (a) with Fig. 6 (b) , it can be found that the increase in cell current density leads to increase in local heat generation rate. The highest local heat generation rate occurs in CCL. And the highest local heat generation rate at 0.2V is about 3 times higher than that at 0.7V. It is noted that the local heat generation in ACL is transformed from a heat sink to heat source as the cell voltage decreases from 0.7V to 0.2V. In order to get a deep understanding of heat generation in CLs, the portions of several contributions to overall heat generation in anode CL and cathode CL are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . Heat generation in anode CL consists of five contributions (following the legend in Fig. 7 ): irreversible and reversible heat release from the anode half-reaction (MOR), ion transport, electron transport, methanol evaporation/condensation, and water evaporation/condensation. It is known that the MOR in anode CL is endothermic, so the reversible heat release from MOR is negative. And due to the much lower overpotential in anode CL when cell voltage is high, the irreversible heat flux generated by activation of MOR is quite small. Thus, as a sum of the irreversible and reversible heat, heat generation rate from MOR in anode CL is negative when the cell voltage of the DMFC is high, 0.6 and 0.7V in Fig. 7 . With the decrease in cell voltage, the heat flux by activation of MOR increases sharply. Thus, the heat generation rate in anode CL becomes positive. When the cell voltage is low, most of heat is generated from heat release by MOR. Heat generation from other 4 mechanisms: transport processes of electrons and ions, evaporation and condensation of methanol and water, only contributes a much small portion of the overall heat flux in anode CL. Attention is now turned to the heat generation in cathode CL. It includes 5 mechanisms: heat release from cathode half-reaction, methanol crossover, ion transport, electron transport, and evaporation and condensation of water. Heat generation rate in cathode CL in Fig. 8 shows that most of overall heat flux is contributed to two mechanisms: the heat release from half-reaction in cathode, and heat generation from oxidization of methanol crossover from anode CL to cathode CL. At a high cell voltage, the heat generation from methanol crossover contributes to more than a half of the overall heat flux. As the cell voltage becomes lower, methanol crossover decreases rapidly, as shown in Fig. 4 . So heat generation from methanol crossover decreases. However, the reduction of cell voltage leads to a significant increase in the heat release from half-reaction in cathode CL, which includes the reversible heat release from the exothermic half-reaction and irreversible heat release by activation of half-reaction in cathode CL. As a result of the combined effects of heat release from half-reaction and heat generation from methanol crossover, the overall heat flux in cathode CL increases sharply. Similar to the heat flux in anode CL, other three mechanisms of heat generation only contribute a very tiny portion of the overall heat flux in cathode CL.
Analysis of heat transport mechanism
The anisotropy of GDLs in DMFC that affects the heat transport processes mainly consists of two aspects: the anisotropic thermal conductivities of GDLs and the thermal contact resistance at the GDL/CL interface and the Rib/GDL interface. Fig. 9 shows the effect of in-plane thermal conductivity on temperature distribution in the anode and cathode CLs. It can be seen that, with the increase in inplane thermal conductivity, the highest temperature decreases and the profile of temperature in both anode and cathode CL becomes more uniform. This is because the lower thermal resistance facilitates the heat transport along the in-plane direction.
Thermal contact resistance at the interfaces of two adjacent layer of the MEA is a barrier to heat transport. Fig. 10 gives the temperature distribution through out the MEA of the DMFC with different types of GDLs. Clearly, when the thermal contact resistance is considered in the model, a jump of temperature at the GDL/CL and Rib/GDL interfaces appears and hot spot is easily encountered in the region in cathode CL under channel. Temperature jump at Rib/GDL interface for the case of isotropic GDL is 2 K, while 1.6 K for the anisotropic GDL. The highest temperature jump at GDL/CL interface for the case of isotropic GDL is 0.8 K, while 1 K for the anisotropic GDL. Contact resistance is very sensitive to compression on the GDL. The inhomogeneous deformation of GDL from 380 μm to 250 μm leads to a 93% reduction of thermal contact resistance at the Rib/GDL interface, and also a significant reduction of thermal contact resistance at the GDL/CL interface. So for the case of deformed GDL, the temperature range across the MEA is smaller than the case of isotropic GDL and anisotropic GDL. The temperature jump at the Rib/GDL interface for the case of deformed GDL is about 0.15 K, while 0.3 K at the GDL/CL interface. It can be temporally concluded that the compression on GDLs makes a better contact of adjacent layer of the MEA and is favorable to heat transport in the DMFC. Figure 11 and 12 give the temperature profiles in the anode and cathode CLs for the case of deformed GDL with different thermal contact resistance at the GDL/CL interface and Rib/GDL interface. It can be seen in Fig. 11 that the increase in thermal contact resistance at the GDL/CL interfaces leads to a significant increase in temperature in anode and cathode CLs, especially in the region under channel. When the thermal contact resistance increases to 20 times higher than the initial value, the highest temperature in the cathode CL increases by 6 K. Such a big temperature range will cause severe problem in the operation of DMFC, especially for the fuel cell stack or a long time working fuel cell. All of heat generated in the MEA transfers through the Rib/GDL interface. So the effect of thermal contact resistance at the Rib/GDL interface is investigated in the present work and the results are presented in Fig. 12 . It can be seen from the figure that with the increase in thermal contact resistance at the Rib/GDL interface, temperature in anode and cathode CLs increases. However the variation of temperature, about 1 K, is smaller than that in Fig. 11 . It is because the effect of thermal contact resistance at the Rib/GDL interface is weakened by the deformation of the GDLs. As the thermal transport properties of the MEA are not changed, the profiles of temperature along the in-plane direction in the CLs almostly maintain the same gradient.
CONCLUSIONS
A two-dimensional two-phase non-isothermal model is developed for DMFCs with the anisotropy of GDLs taken into account. Heat generations from half-reactions in CLs, transport of electrons and ions, methanol crossover, and non-equilibrium evaporation/condensation of water and methanol are considered in the present work. The heat generation and transport mechanism are investigated. From the numerical results and discussions in the above sections, it can be concluded that heat flux mainly generated in anode and cathode CLs. Increase in cell current density leads to a nearly linear increase in local heat generation rate. In anode CL, heat generation from MOR contributes the most of overall heat flux. In cathode CL, the heat flux is mainly contributed to heat release from half-reaction and methanol crossover. The other mechanisms of heat generation only share a very small portion of the overall heat flux. In-plane thermal conductivity has a great effect on temperature distribution in the MEA. However, it only has a moderate effect on the temperature difference across the MEA. Compared to the effect of in-plane thermal conductivity, the effects of thermal contact resistance at the GDL/CL interface are more significant. A 20-fold increase in thermal contact resistance at the GDL/CL interface will cause about 6 K increase in the highest temperature of the MEA. The effect of thermal contact resistance at the Rib/GDL interface is weakened by the deformation of GDL. The highest temperature increases by 1 K when thermal resistance becomes 20 times higher. So the inherent anisotropy of thermal transport properties and deformation of GDL are favorable to the thermal management of DMFC. And more efforts on the optimization of surface properties of adjacent layer of the MEA and assembly technique are still required to improve cell performance and obtain more efficient thermal management.
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